SUPER HI-FI & WELLSAID LABS INTRODUCE ANDY, THE AI RADIO DJ
The First-of-its-Kind Combination of AI Audio Production and
Text-to-Speech Technology Enables a Highly Realistic Radio Experience
Los Angeles, Calif. -- October 20, 2021 -- Super Hi-Fi, the company using AI to transform music
and audio listening experiences, and WellSaid, the AI text-to-natural speech technology company,
today announced the introduction of ANDY (Artificial Neural Disk-Jockey), the first DJ powered by
artificial intelligence, to deliver radio-like listening experiences that are completely crafted and
delivered by artificial intelligence. From voice creation and delivery to audio curation and production,
music and audio platforms can - for the first time - offer their listeners totally personalized, localized,
voice-driven, on-demand products generated by AI in real time.
ANDY demonstrates the power of Artificial Intelligence to create realistic human-voice narrated radio
stations with perfect production quality. The life-like result is almost indistinguishable from a top-tier
commercial radio station and includes music segues, breaking news, weather, voice tracks, and
advertisements. ANDY leverages WellSaid’s revolutionary natural voice generation technology to
create all the DJ voice content in a way that sounds identical to human speech. This allows for a
text-based breaking news headline or weather report to be instantly converted into speech creating a
live radio feel. From there, Super Hi-Fi uses its fully AI-powered production suite to automatically
select the appropriate piece of content and perfectly weave it together into a seamless,
fully-produced experience.
“This partnership opens up infinite creative and commercial possibilities for any audio service and
their listeners,” said Zack Zalon, CEO of Super Hi-Fi. “The ANDY initiative is an incredible
proof-point for how Artificial Intelligence can help companies to lower costs, increase quality, and
deliver consumers tailor-made experiences that until now have been totally unachievable”
“The WellSaid-Super Hi-Fi partnership takes two very different but complementary AI audio
technologies and generates an output that we believe will fundamentally change the way the world
consumes audio,” said CEO of WellSaid, Matt Hocking. “Our best-in-class text-to-speech tech
delivered with Super Hi-Fi’s sophisticated automated production creates new possibilities in
streaming audio, radio, digital fitness, audio news, retail marketing, and beyond. We look forward to
bringing this extraordinary value proposition to the market.”
ANDY is available on a limited-basis to commercial services starting today.

About Super Hi-Fi
Super Hi-Fi uses artificial intelligence to transform the space between songs into relevant and
personalized content to improve the digital listening experience. The company's patented
technology is capable of understanding the infinite nuances within music with the expertise of a
human radio producer to improve transitions between content and create better extensions of digital

brands. The result is perfectly transitioned streams of music, podcasts, interviews, news, weather,
advertisements, and other audio content. Based in Los Angeles, California, Super Hi-Fi is integrated
into digital brands, including Sonos Radio, iHeartRadio, Peloton, Play Network, TouchTunes,
Napster, Universal Music Group, TargetSpot, Elevated Music, and The Associated Press.
About WellSaid
WellSaid Labs is the leading AI text-to-speech technology company for enterprises and the first
synthetic media service to achieve human-parity in voice. A spin-off of the Allen Institute for AI (AI2),
WellSaid Labs was founded in 2018 with the belief that technology should be empowering,
engaging, and fair to all people. The company’s platform provides creators, product developers, and
brands alike access to captivating AI voices while reducing costs and streamlining the voice
production process. Businesses - both small and large - can harness the power of WellSaid to punch
up any story. WellSaid Labs is headquartered in Seattle. To learn more, visit wellsaidlabs.com.

